
mobile data
Gamma Solutions' mission is to supply 
our customers with innovative solutions
designed to provide optimum productivity 
and efficiency, and through key relationships
with world-class manufacturers, offer fair 
and competitive prices for products 
and services of a superior quality.
We benefit customers from diverse markets
with solutions that make critical operations
simple, fast and free from error.
Gamma Solutions maintains the highest
levels of service and we ensure that our
products and services conform to internal
and industrial quality standards.
In order to meet our objectives, Gamma
Solutions is committed to building strategic
alliances with customers and suppliers,
founded on our integrity, quality and 
a proud history of complete customer care.
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turning technology
into a competitive

advantage

Gamma Solutions offers
advanced mobile data
collection technology
to allow you to deliver
information throughout
every facet of your business.

Solutions that enable you to
extend your enterprise and
allow your workforce to be
effective whilst mobile.



Mobile Data
Collection Technology

Mobile data collection technology is
a significant part of modern business. 

Customer demand for “real time data” has
eliminated the business acceptance of
historic based data collection concepts. 

Gamma Solutions has a range of wired
and radio based solutions for all industry
environments.

Security
Integrity and security are a major factor of mobile
data collection technology solutions.

Mischievous hackers and people targeting
specific clients are now a part of modern
business life.

Gamma Solutions provides sophisticated data
protection concepts and works with your host
supplier to co-ordinate your corporate data
integrity objectives.

Information
Age

We live in an age where information is
a competitive necessity.

Many applications demand instant information.

• JIT
• Supply Chain
• Real Time Decision Applications
• Track & Trace

Gamma Solutions extends real time
connectivity throughout an organisation.

We provide input concepts for:

• Local Area Fixed & Wireless Networks
• Wide Area Networks
• Host Interfacing from Mobile Computers.

One company for all 
your mobile data
technology needs

Company
History

Founded in 1992, Gamma Solutions has
developed into one of the leading suppliers
of mobile computing and data collection.

Growth and success are based on supplying
hardware, support and expertise.

From end users to complex host interfacing,
Gamma Solutions meets the business needs 
of small business and major corporations.



Heavy Duty
Hardware

Gamma Solutions, through its partnerships
with Intermec, Cisco, Oracle and other
reputable suppliers, offers advanced mobile
data collection systems.

As a leading Australian vendor of mobile data
collection solutions, we provide a diverse range
of components suited to many industries.

Our customers are able to choose from:

• Tethered, Wireless and Bluetooth Units
• GPRS and WAN equipment
• LAN Networks
• Handheld Units
• Vehicle Mounted Units
• Printers
• RFID Systems

Gamma Solutions
provides industry
knowledge and
experience for today’s
mobile workforce

Interfacing and
Standards

Gamma Solutions offers expertise in linking mobile
computing solutions to existing corporate standards.

Systems can be developed for interoperatability with:

• Cisco Networks
• Proprietary Networks
• Oracle Systems
• SAP Systems
• Microsoft SQL, Visual Basic, Pocket PC, CE Net etc



Service delivered, 
maintained and tailored 
to your business to keep 
it running to its optimum

Service
A data collection hardware solution requires
the highest level of service to back it up.
Gamma Solutions offers a variety of options
and features to support our solutions.

• In-House and On-Site Service and Support
• Guaranteed turn around time on repairs
• Priority repairs
• A range of service contracts, offering

24 hour, 5 day and 10 day, turnaround
• On-Site or return to depot
• Supply of backup equipment for immediate 

swap out
• Managed pools of equipment

- On-Site or at our Service Centre
• Preventative care

Software
Mobile Units Gamma Solutions program and

support applications running on
hand held units. The support
options are tailored to client
requirements and can be based
on time and material, prime time
support or 24/7 phone support.

Interface and Our knowledge & expertise covers
range of hosts a wide range of host and interface

platforms.

Rental
Solutions

Renting provides the flexibility to change
platforms and adjust to fluctuations in demand.

Gamma Solutions offers extensive rental options,
from additional hand held terminals during your peak
periods to complete wireless networks.

Advantages include:
• Capital Conservation
• No Large Up Front Expenditure
• Flexibility to Suit Your Business Needs
• Tax Benefits



LSO Lifetime Support Options
Gamma Solutions offers complete hardware and
software service, from consultation and design
through to installation and maintenance for mission
critical operations.

Working as a partner, Gamma Solutions
undertakes the design and delivery of turnkey
hardware and software systems, pre-staged and
tested, installed and ready for immediate use. 

Our technical staff will tailor data collection
systems, wireless or not, into your existing
networks and inspect and recommend the
best hardware, software, network and
communication options to fit your existing
environment. With many years experience
we implement our solutions into your business
with as little disruption as possible.

We give you complete confidence in the quality
and reliability of our business operations. 
Our complete range includes technical services
and proven expertise in network connectivity and
administration, site survey and design, technical
and user training, service and repair, telephone
support and service level agreements.

“We service everything we sell”.

RFID
Radio Frequency Identification tags emit
a signal that is read by a tag reader.

RFID tags will replace barcodes in certain
applications.

RFID tags can be read through most materials
and, unlike bar codes, do not require accurate
alignment to a reader.

One major USA food chain has decreed all
suppliers using reusable containers for food
items must have an RFID tag by 2006.

As standards develop and prices drop the use 
of RFID tags will grow dramatically.

Gamma Solutions has certified RFID engineers.
We provide site consultancy, hardware selection
and a wide range of tags.



A Process
of Responsibility

Ecological considerations are becoming part of
electronic manufacturers’ commitment to global
corporate citizenship.

RoHS is Restriction of Hazardous Substances
in manufacture and WEEE is the commitment
to ecologically sound disposal of used
components (e.g. taking back batteries at end
of life equipment.)

Gamma Solutions is working towards 
significantly relying only on equipment that 
adheres to RoHS standards.

Gamma Solutions undertakes to take back
equipment at end of life and ensure ecologically
sound disposal.

Matched with the Lifetime Support Options
and Total Cost of Ownership ideals, Gamma
Solutions believes adoption of RoHS and
WEEE type standards will ensure our clients
a total hardware and support concept that
is ecologically responsible and a sound
financial investment.

Whilst technology
advances constantly,
responsibility for
our products
never diminishes

TCO Total Cost of Ownership
These days capital equipment expediture
must be based on a solution that provides
the maximum productivity for the investment
over its lifetime.

A recent study showed rugged equipment
had a 32% lower TCO than lower priced,
non rugged, equipment in mobile data
collection applications.

This was especially true where the application
was built around a larger screen mobile unit.

A white paper on TCO is available from
Gamma Solutions.



Preferred
Choice

After more than twelve years, Gamma Solutions
continues to foster partnerships with leading
companies from all industry sectors.
We are the preferred choice for some of
Australia’s largest and private companies.
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